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Abstract
This paper sets out to overview the progress of a binocular robot vision project titled the
"Active Stereo Probe" (ASP) and present the novel aspects of an active controllable
illumination system to be integrated with a robot vision head now under development

1 Introduction
The purpose of the ASP development is to investigate the broad issues of stereo camera
configuration and control for both active and passive robot vision. In particular, we wish
to investigate algorithms to implement opto-motor reflexes such as the triple response,
real-time algorithm issues including the use of foveated image tessellation structures, realtime vision executive issues, attentive search, intelligent high-level control and the integration of a complete system built from these components. We also intend to investigate
the use of generalised structured illumination and section 3 of this paper sets out the basis
of this illumination technique. Two differing approaches to robot head design have been
adopted: active/passive head design based on the use of precision actuators, and passive
anthropomorphic head design based on much faster but consequently less accurate
actuators.
The principal goal of this research effort is to develop robot vision heads capable of
actively interacting with, or at least responding to, the environment in which they are
operating. Hence these robot heads should be able to orientate and verge, i.e. self
configure, as required by some visual task and also undertake some degree of self
calibration. The ASP robot head described below is one instance of one of the several
demonstrators being developed in the effort to achieve the above goal.

2 Current Status
The ASP project has now been running for approximately 1 year and during this period
we have developed a generic simulation software suite by which to model the stereo
camera head geometry and the Active Illumination Projection System (AIPS) geometry.
This modular simulation suite is capable of modelling arbitrary actuator configurations
and is notable in providing a representation for the types of system errors exhibited by
real actuators as specified by their manufacturers. The purpose of this simulation effort
has been to explore the space of head design possibilities in order to converge on a realisable design for a given performance specification, to predict the implications of the chosen
configuration with regards to algorithm design for tasks such as stereo matching and
predict the impact of system errors on the final head performance. We expect to achieve
millimetre depth error accuracy when the stereo cameras have been correctly verged to a
single point at a nominal range of 5 meters and an extended working volume of 1.5 x 1.5
x 1.5 meters. A complete description of the modelling suite is given in [1].
Development of a Real-time Sensory Virtual Prototype (RS VP) software executive
has proceeded in parallel with the head design. The RSVP executive provides a software
environment that supports fast prototyping, scheduling, chaining and analysis/data
logging of real-time vision algorithms. A generic video/robotics device interface is also
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supported to assist in maintaining the portability of the RSVP. System V UNIX provides
the underlying process control and inter-process communication mechanisms of this
execution environment A fuller account of the RSVP is given in [2].
Detailed head/projection system design is now in progress and we hope to complete
the fabrication of the precision head within the very near future.

3 The ASP and Dynamic Video Feedback (DVF)
3.1 DVF Background
An original goal of the background research that led to the ASP project was to develop a
range image acquisition device using stereo imaging for human body metrology applications, e.g. human head modelling. However, the lack of resolvable texture on the human
body made stereo matching difficult. This was overcome by projecting a gaussian texture
field onto the subject as reported in [3] to yield dense range maps of the body surface by
scale-space stereo signal matching techniques (MSSM, [4]) as reported in [5]. The
projected texture spectral characteristics were subsequently tuned for a particular
projector/camera configuration [6] to optimise the matching process. The original texture
projection experiments utilised a conventional transparency projector to illuminate the
scene. The logical extension was to replace the fixed pattern transparency with a LC
Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) and thereby achieve computer control of the illumination
pattern. Hence, the desired spectral response of illumination texture could be optimised
dynamically in a closed loop fashion by examining the 2D spectral response of an
acquired image using textured light, computing a "whitening" factor and then reprojecting
this spectraly shaped pattern.
3.2 ASP Head Configuration for DVF.
The ideal configurations for mono (cyclopean) DVF and the extension to stereo DVF
(requiring the use of 3 cameras) are shown in figures 1 & 2 respectively. The ideal cyclopean located beam spliced camera & projector combination share congruent fields of view
& projection, hence the camera exactly views the image presented by the projector. For
the purposes of stereo imaging, the stereo camera pair would in effect operate independently from the camera/projector processing loop. However, in our initial configuration
we intend to dispense with the cyclopean camera and directly utilise one or both of the
stereo cameras to complete the video feedback path. (This clearly complicates the processing as some degree of perspective shift/distortion must be corrected to maintain correspondence of the camera/projector world planes.) Accordingly, the ASP robot head configuration comprises a stereo pair of cameras mounted on azimuth and elevation precision
actuators. An active projection system modulated by a Liquid Crystal (LC) array provides
arbitrary spatial illumination patterns under computer control. In order to maintain this
active illumination within the field of view of the cameras, the projection beam is steered
by means of a mirror mounted on azimuth and elevation precision actuators and set
between the cameras in the cyclopean position.
3.3 Single Cycle DVF
To generalise upon the concept of DVF, single cycle DVF can be thought of as the single
application of a control cycle. In most basic form Dynamic Scene Interaction comprises
the following sequence: illuminate the scene and simultaneously capture a reference image
of the scene (strobe illumination with synchronised gated cameras is being employed);
apply some image processing function to the captured reference image of the scene using
a digital computer (this function is dependent on the information to be extracted, e.g.
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image negation or texture whitening); re-illuminate or overlay the scene with the modified
image of the scene itself and simultaneously capture a new image of this scene.
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This sequence essentially describes the basic cycle by which we propose to generate scene
dependent texture overlay illumination. However, all active vision systems are susceptible
to the effects of high image contrasts caused either by extremes of surface reflectivities or
simply high angles of surface normal to the illumination source boresight Hence all active
vision approaches, e.g. grids or stripe based systems, could benefit from dynamic scene
interactive cycles that capture a reference image under normal uniform illumination and
use this to reduce or cancel the above image contrast effects by modulating the subsequently projected structured light pattern accordingly. The benefit is that such systems
will be able to compute depth reliably over a greater dynamic range of reflectances in the
scene.
3.4 Multiple Cycle Dynamic Scene Interaction
In order to cater for situations that involve large scale object motions within the scene or
temporally changing scene components (e.g. surface reflectance changes) the cycle of
activity must be modified to execute repetitively and thereby allow for the periodic
reacquisition, modification and projection of a reference image.
Clearly, the Single Cycle sequence could be repeated to accommodate changing
scene contents. If however, the overlay image of the previous modify-project-illuminate
cycle is now utilised as the new reference, a rather more interesting situation arises. The
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acquired image of the scene illuminated by the modify-project cycle is then modified again
and the cycle repeated. Hence the modified image will not result from a single cycle of
processing but the entire sequence. Clearly, this infinite effect form of cycle can be used
to establish closed-loop dynamic video feedback.

3.5 Closed-loop Video Feedback
Consider an application where an image of the scene has been sampled, negated and
reprojected in order to highlight any object movement by imperfect cancellation. In the
case of the finite effect cycles, this processing is simply repeated every cycle to display a
continuously updated set of difference regions onto the surface of motive scene objects
(and their immediate backgrounds).
Where infinite effect cycles are adopted, then rather than simply negate the input
image, the difference between each pixel value of the input image and some desired
(neutral grey) value can be computed and the new output image will be a function of this
difference or error image. Hence control theory techniques can be employed to reduce the
error value for each pixel on successive cycles. The form of the error control function
could be chosen as desired, e.g. simple proportionality, three term PID, auto regressive
etc. The benefit of this approach is that closed loop feedback iteratively drives the
measured error to as close to zero as can be achieved within the constraints of the system.
Each camera/projector pixel thus serves as the input and outputs respectively of an
array of closed loop feedback paths, each path having associated state variables stored in
the computer that undertakes image modification.

4 Conclusions
We believe that the next generation of vision systems will comprise binocular robot vision
heads capable of dynamic interaction with their environments by means of motive
sensors. Accordingly our work centres on researching issues basic to robot vision head
design and reflex control. The novel technique of DVF provides an optical feedback probe
between the imaged surface properties and the vision head sensors through dynamic
illumination spatial light modulation. Where use of active illumination is appropriate, we
expect that DVF will be an important development for machine vision with implications
for tasks such as depth ranging, surface reflectance estimation (monochromatic and
colour), change detection and system calibration. Accordingly, many other applications
for DVF are expected to follow as the technique matures.
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